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e assisted synthesis of MoS2
monolayers by chemical vapor deposition†

L. Seravalli, *a M. Bosi, a P. Fiorenza, b S. E. Panasci, b D. Orsi, c E. Rotunno,d

L. Cristofolini, c F. Rossi,a F. Giannazzo b and F. Fabbri e

The use of metal nanoparticles is an established paradigm for the synthesis of semiconducting one-

dimensional nanostructures. In this work we study their effect on the synthesis of two-dimensional

semiconducting materials, by using gold nanoparticles for chemical vapor deposition growth of two-

dimensional molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). In comparison with the standard method, the employment of

gold nanoparticles allows us to obtain large monolayer MoS2 flakes, up to 20 mm in lateral size, even if

they are affected by the localized overgrowth of MoS2 bilayer and trilayer islands. Important

modifications of the optical and electronic properties of MoS2 triangular domains are reported, where

the photoluminescence intensity of the A exciton is strongly quenched and a shift to a positive threshold

voltage in back-gated field effect transistors is observed. These results indicate that the use of gold

nanoparticles influences the flake growth and properties, indicating a method for possible localized

synthesis of two-dimensional materials, improving the lateral size of monolayers and modifying their

properties.
Introduction

Two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are
attractive for use in next-generation electronic devices due to
their unique properties and wide compatibility with current
fabrication processes. Among TMDs, molybdenum disulde
(MoS2) has gained interest due to its thickness-dependent
bandgap,1,2 strong light–matter coupling,3–5 and peculiar elec-
tronic properties,6 making it suitable for logic devices, inte-
grated circuits, and optoelectronics.7–15

The most versatile and efficient technique for the synthesis
of TMDs is chemical vapor deposition (CVD).16,17 Several studies
have demonstrated the large area CVD synthesis of different
TMDs on different substrates, such as silicon dioxide or
sapphire.18–20 Recently, a CVD based approach compatible with
“back-end-of-line” for integration with complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology has been reported
following the strict restriction of the technology
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compatibility.21–23 The CVD approach, which yields high-quality
and predominantly monolayer (ML) MoS2, is a promising
technique for realizing large-scale industrial production, but
still faces challenges due to poor control over the precise posi-
tion and yield of the synthesized monolayer product. In order to
achieve the localized synthesis of monolayer MoS2, different
approaches have been employed: the localized deposition of
molybdenum precursors,24–26 the masking with mica
substrates27 or the use of metal seeds.28–30 In particular, gold
seeds have demonstrated to be particularly efficient for the
deterministic synthesis of monolayer TMDs,28,30 also allowing
the growth of vertically aligned MoS2 akes, suitable for the
hydrogen evolution reaction.31 In addition, MoS2 coupled gold
nanostructures demonstrate interesting light–matter interac-
tions due to the structural curvature of the MoS2 shell and the
plasmonic effect from the underlying gold nanoparticle core.32

Recently, single gold atom functionalization of monolayer MoS2
has been demonstrated as an efficient p-type doping method.33

As MoS2 akes with dimensions exceeding hundreds of
microns are nowadays commonly reported, this method is
interesting not for the enlargement of these 2D nanostructures
per se, but rather for the possibility of achieving control of their
nucleation position. For this, however, a complete study of the
effects of growing MoS2 on substrates with gold NP seeds is
needed, in order to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of
this method.

In this work, we present a complete study of the CVD
synthesis of monolayer MoS2 assisted by gold nanoparticles
(NPs). The SiO2/Si substrates are prepared by means of drop-
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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casting of a solution containing gold NPs. The synthesis results
in monolayer MoS2 triangular akes with an average lateral size
of tens of micrometers affected by the nanometric bilayer (BL)
islands. The employment of gold nanoparticles affects the
optical and electrical properties of monolayer MoS2; in partic-
ular the A exciton emission is strongly quenched with respect to
the trion and B exciton emissions, while the electrical analysis
of a gold NP assisted MoS2 eld emission transistor (FET)
reveals a low-voltage positive value of the threshold voltage.
Results and discussion

The MoS2 akes were synthesized on SiO2/Si substrates, with
a SiO2 thickness of about 290 nm. SiO2 substrates (2 � 1 cm2)
were rst cleaned in acetone and iso-propanol, and then about
100 ml of a solution of gold nanoparticles (60 nm diameter,
supplied by Alfa Aesar in 0.1 mg ml�1 sodium citrate as stabi-
lizer) were dispersed by drop-casting on the surface of the
substrate.

The growth was carried out at atmospheric pressure in an
open tube using 175 mg of sulfur powder and 50 mg of MoO3

powder with nitrogen as the carrier gas with a ow rate of 300
sccm. Aer a heating ramp time of about 20 minutes, the
growth of MoS2 was carried out in 10 minutes.34

Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) dis-
solved in water and dropcasted on a separate silicon substrate
was used as a seeding promoter to enhance ake nucleation and
growth.35 In our system, PTCDA is used to balance the
Fig. 1 (a) Preparation of the gold nanoparticle coated SiO2/Si substrate (
present the SEM images of MoS2 obtained with (c) and without (d) gold

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nanoparticle catalyzed synthesis of MoS2 3D structures and the
lateral synthesis of two dimensional akes, but it decomposes
during the heating ramp, leaving no residuals on the substrate,
as discussed in ref. 34.

Fig. 1a shows the preparation of the SiO2/Si substrate for
gold nanoparticle assisted CVD synthesis. The substrates are
rst covered with 60 mL of 0.1% w/v poly-L-lysine solution: this
step allows nanoparticles to better adhere to the surface. As
poly-L-lysine has a very low melting point (about 140 �C), we
expect that it desorbs from the substrate during the heating
process of the substrate, thus not participating in the synthesis
of the MoS2 layers; then, aer rinsing the substrate in water, 100
mL of gold colloidal suspension (60 nm diameter) are deposited
by drop-casting on the substrates; nally, aer 60 seconds, the
substrates are rinsed again with water and dried with N2 gas.36

In Fig. 1b, we present the conguration of the growth system:
one substrate with gold NPs and one without them were loaded
on the graphite susceptor in a symmetrical position, with a Si
piece with the PTCDA promoter in the middle. This congura-
tion ensured that the two samples can be considered as grown
under the same experimental conditions, allowing us to
conclude that any difference between them can be attributed to
the effect of gold NPs.

The sulfur temperature T1 was xed at 140 �C, and the
temperature of the powders and susceptor T2 was 785 �C.
Temperature T1 was raised aer T2 stabilized at 785 �C; during
the heating time of sulfur, the nitrogen ow was inverted with
respect to the arrow shown in Fig. 1, i.e. the gas was injected
b) schematic of the CVD growth configuration. In the bottom panel we
NPs.

Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4826–4833 | 4827



Fig. 2 (a) SEM images of MoS2 flakes grown with gold NPs and (b) high
magnification SEM images of the triangular and hexagonal adlayer
islands highlighting the presence of residual nanoparticles.
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from the substrate side and owed towards the sulfur boat. This
switch allowed us to avoid any S and Mo prereaction during the
temperature ramp, thus permitting a more precise control of
the MoS2 nucleation.37

Aer 5 minutes of stabilization of T2, the nitrogen ow was
reversed back and the growth commenced. As soon as the
growth time was reached, all heaters were switched off and the
system was let to cool down to room temperature under
a nitrogen ow. Representative scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of MoS2 synthesized with (Fig. 1c) and without
(Fig. 1d) gold NPs show the benecial effect of the employment
of gold nanoparticles in the growth process in terms of the
average lateral size of MoS2. The detailed characterization of
MoS2 obtained without gold NPs is reported in Fig. S1.†

The use of gold nanoparticles results in the synthesis of
MoS2 akes with a large variety of lateral sizes, as shown in the
SEM images in Fig. 2a. It is possible to consider three different
families of akes: irregular monolayer akes with a lateral size
in the range of hundreds of nm (1), triangular monolayer akes
with a micrometre size (2) and monolayer akes with a lateral
size of about 20 mm (3), although affected by adlayer islands. A
high magnication SEM image (Fig. 2b) gives interesting
insights into how gold NPs enhance the local growth of adlayer
islands, as different metal nanoparticles are mainly found
inside the islands. A similar effect has been already reported in
the case of MoS2 synthesis assisted by metal seeds.28,29 It is
worth noting that the adlayer islands with a lateral size of over
100 nm are mainly hexagonal (truncated triangles) shaped with
4828 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4826–4833
a zero degree twisting with respect to the underlying ake, while
islands, with 100 nm or lower size, are triangular with a 60�

twisting. A statistical evaluation obtained from tens of SEM
images reveals that 95% of the hexagonal shaped islands
(average lateral size of 347 nm) are 0� rotated while 97% of the
triangular islands (average lateral size of 84 nm) are 60� rotated
with respect to the underlying MoS2 monolayer. The synthesis
of MoS2 crystals with nanoparticles of different sizes and
concentrations is presented in ESI Fig. S2 and S3.†

Elemental analysis of themetal nanoparticles was performed
by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) (Fig. 3) for
studying the possible chemical reaction of the gold NPs during
the growth process. The EDX spectra, shown in Fig. 3b, are
acquired from different particles indicated by the colored
arrows in the SEM image of Fig. 3a. In particular, the EDX
spectra are acquired for ML-MoS2 (red line and arrow), for
reference; a similar reference spectrum is acquired for the gold
NP on the SiO2 substrate prior to the growth process (black
line). The EDX spectra of gold NPs on ML MoS2 (green line and
arrow) and of gold NPs on BL MoS2 (cyan line and arrow) are
also reported. It has to be noted that in the latter spectra the
molybdenum and sulfur signals are most likely screened by the
presence of the gold nanoparticles. A comparison between the
EDX spectra from different regions allows us to rule out a severe
and extended alloying between gold and the growth precursors.
However, a possible migration of gold over the ake area would
lead to a doping effect which is below the sensitivity of the EDX
technique and requires an accurate electrical characterization,
as will be presented in the following section. The EDX spectra
are reported on a larger scale (0–15 keV) in Fig. S4.†

Fig. 4a shows a typical atomic force microscopy (AFM) image
of a large MoS2 triangular ake, similar to the ones reported in
the SEM image of Fig. 2a. Themonolayer thickness is conrmed
by the representative height scan line at the edge, shown in
Fig. 4b. Furthermore, many adlayer islands are present on top of
the large monolayer ake. A line prole of one of these adlayers
is also reported in Fig. 4c, and the measured height is found to
be compatible with a monolayer island residing on top of the
monolayer ake. Finally, Fig. 4d shows the histogram of the
height distribution obtained by statistical analysis of the
adlayers, indicating that these consist of monolayer or bilayer
islands. The nanoparticles at the edge are most likely due to the
oxidation of ML MoS2.38,39

Raman spectroscopic mapping has been carried out in order
to evaluate the exact number of MoS2 layers (Fig. 5). Fig. 5a
shows the optical image of the akes: the MoS2 ake shows
a homogeneous optical contrast except for the darker contrast
of the adlayer islands, indicating an increase in the number of
MoS2 layers. In order to evaluate the exact number of layers,
Fig. 5b shows the d map, where d is the separation between the
A1g (out-of-plane vibration) and E2G (in-plane vibration) Raman
modes.40,41 In the case of the MoS2 ake, we obtain d ¼
19.3 cm�1, as indication for monolayer MoS2, while d ¼
21.2 cm�1 is obtained in the case of the adlayer islands, sug-
gesting bilayer islands. The E2G and A1G intensity maps are re-
ported in Fig. S5 of the ESI†. The statistical analysis results of
the maps are reported in Fig. 5c. The histogram shows that
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a): SEM image where the arrows indicate the sites of the EDX spectra. (b) EDX spectra of ML MoS2 (red line), gold NPs on ML MoS2 (green
line) and on BL MoS2 (cyan line) and the reference of gold NPs on the SiO2 substrate (black line), respectively. The asterisk indicates a peak due to
the instrumental system.

Fig. 4 (a) AFM image of a large MoS2 triangular flake. (b) Height scan lines at the flake edge, confirming the monolayer thickness. (c) Height line
profile of an adlayer island and (d) histogram of the adlayer height distribution.
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a bimodal distribution peaked at 18 cm�1 and 20 cm�1 with
a tail on the high d side. This analysis demonstrates that the
akes grown with gold NPs are composed mainly of ML and BL
MoS2 with a small percentage of tri-layer islands. The repre-
sentative Raman spectra of the MoS2 ake and the adlayer
islands are reported in Fig. 5d. It is worth noting that the
presence of gold nanoparticles in the adlayer islands, evidenced
by SEM images, does not cause any strong enhancement of the
intensity of the Raman modes, attributed to the effect of local-
ized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of gold nanoparticles
(i.e. surface-enhanced Raman scattering).32,42

The LSPR enhancement suppression is supported by the
evaluation of the A1g/E2g intensity ratio, that decreases from
1.64 in the case of monolayer MoS2 to 1.3 in the case of adlayer
islands.43

An additional insight is given by the different increases of
the linewidth (FWHM) of the E2G and A1G modes; in fact in the
case of ML MoS2, the linewidths are 2.9 cm�1 and 5.5 cm�1 for
E2G and A1G, respectively, while they are 3.7 cm�1 and 6.2 cm�1

for the adlayer islands. The increase of the FWHM of both the
Raman modes is an additional demonstration of the bilayer
nature of such islands.40
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
On the basis of the above data, it can be argued that the
growth mechanism is similar to the one of one dimensional
nanostructures44,45 where the gold nanoparticles act as catalytic
seeding points for the initial synthesis of the MoS2 monolayer.
In Fig. 6, we present a schematic representation of our proposed
interpretation of the growth process. Aer the deposition of
gold nanoparticles (1), the substrate is inserted in the CVD
system. During the heating ramp, the gold nanoparticles
probably pin to the substrate. At the growth temperature, the
substrate is exposed to the ow of Mo and S precursors, initially
giving rise to the lateral growth of the MoS2 monolayer (2).
Then, the size of theML is increased (3) up to the merging in the
20 mm akes with the concurrent appearance of the bilayer
islands in correspondence with the gold nanoparticles (4). As
nanometric gold nanoparticles favor the synthesis of bilayer
MoS2 rather than the lateral synthesis of monolayer akes, their
lateral size appears to be limited to the 20 mm range.

Fig. 7 shows the PL analysis of the same ake of Fig. 5. The A
exciton PL intensity map is reported in Fig. 6a. The main result
shows a strong inhomogeneity of the A exciton intensity, with
some areas presenting a 50% quenching of the PL intensity.46 It
is worth noting that the PL quenching is concurrent to a red-
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4826–4833 | 4829



Fig. 5 (a) Optical image of the MoS2 flake growth with gold nanoparticles, (b) Raman dmap, (c) statistical analysis of the mapping results and (d)
representative Raman spectra of the underlying flake (green line) and of the islands (red line).

Fig. 6 Schematic of the growth of MoS2 flakes assisted by gold nanoparticles.
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shi of the PL peak, reported in Fig. 7b. The A exciton peak
shis from 1.84 eV down to 1.82 eV. The quenching and red-
shied areas do not present a direct correlation with the pres-
ence of the adlayer islands. Therefore, the quenching can be
due to residual gold nanoparticles in the monolayer area. In
fact, a strong quenching in gold nanoparticles/MoS2 composites
has been previously demonstrated.47,48

In order to gain more insights, we carried out PL spectros-
copy on three different areas: ML MoS2 (green line), gold NP
coupled ML MoS2 (cyan line) and BL MoS2 (red line). The PL
spectra can be deconvolved into three Voight peaks, as reported
in Fig. S6.† The peaks at 1.78 eV, 1.84 eV and 1.98 eV can be
attributed to the trion, A exciton and B exciton emissions,
respectively.46,49 All the parameters of the tting are reported in
Tables S1, S2 and S3.† The main difference between the ML and
BLMoS2 spectra is the decrease of the integrated intensity of the
4830 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4826–4833
A exciton by 59%, while the trion and the B exciton intensities
are only slightly decreased by 6% and 21%, respectively. It is
worth noting that between ML and BL MoS2, the emissions are
peaked at the same energy and similar linewidth. Instead, if we
compare the PL spectra of ML MoS2 and gold NP coupled ML
MoS2, the B exciton is slightly red-shied from 1.98 eV down to
1.95 eV when the ML is coupled with the metal nanostructures,
while the trion and A exciton are peaked at the same energy in
both cases. A comparison of the integrated intensities reveals
that in the case of gold NP coupled ML MoS2, the intensities of
trion and of A exciton are decreased by 17% and 78% while the
integrated intensity of the B exciton is similar.

Finally, the electrical characterization of monolayer MoS2
akes grown by gold NP assisted CVD was carried out using
back-gated eld effect transistors (FETs) as test devices. Fig. 8a
shows the output characteristics (ID–VDS for gate bias VG ranging
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (a) PL map of the A exciton intensity, (b) PL map of the A exciton peak energy, (c) representative PL spectra of ML MoS2 (green line), of gold
NP coupled ML MoS2 (cyan line) and of the BL island (red line).
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from 0 to 20 V) measured on a FET with a channel length L¼ 10
mm. A linear behavior at low drain bias, followed by current
saturation at higher bias can be observed, indicating a good
electrostatic control of the MoS2 channel. The transfer charac-
teristics ID�VG of the transistor at VDS ¼ 1 V are reported in
Fig. 8b. By tting the linear region of this curve, the eld effect
mobility (mz 1 cm2 V�1 s�1) was obtained from the slope (gm/W
¼ 1.12 � 10�9 S mm�1), according to the relation

m ¼ gm
W

L
CoxVDS

, with Cox ¼ 11.9 nF cm�2 being the capacitance

per unit area of the 290 nm thick SiO2 gate oxide. Furthermore,
the threshold voltage Vth ¼ 4.9 V was evaluated as the intercept
with the ID ¼ 0 axis. It is noteworthy that a positive threshold
voltage is obtained for these backgated transistors fabricated
with MoS2 grown using gold NP assisted CVD. There is
a remarkable difference with respect to transistors fabricated
Fig. 8 (a) Output characteristics ID–VDS measured on a backgated FET
with a monolayer MoS2 channel (CVD grown with gold NPs). (b)
Transfer characteristics of the device, from which the threshold
voltage (Vth ¼ 4.9 V) was estimated.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
using similar geometry and the same SiO2 thickness on CVD
grown MoS2 without gold nanoparticles,50 which showed
a negative threshold voltage (Vth ¼ �20 V).

Similar positive shis of the threshold voltage have been
recently reported by other authors in backgated transistors with
the monolayer MoS2 channel functionalized by gold via S–Au–Cl
coordination complexes.33 This phenomenon was explained in
terms of a xed charge QF on the channel associated to the AuCl
complexes coordinated to the S atoms. Analogous effects can be
ascribed to the gold nanoparticle functionalization of the MoS2
layer during CVD growth aided by gold nanoparticles.51,52 A p-
type doping of MoS2 of 1.85 � 1012 cm�2 was estimated from
the difference of the threshold voltages (DVth ¼ 24.9 V)
measured on FET devices fabricated with MoS2 akes grown
with and without AuNPs, according to the equation p¼ CoxDVth/
q, where q is the electron charge.

These results are of particular interest, as they show that the
use of gold NPs as seeds for MoS2 results in a positive threshold
in FETs. This is a desirable feature in these devices, as it allows
us to have transistors with no current owing when the gate
voltage is zero, with positive effects both for energy efficiency
and for safety. On the other hand, values of mobility of these
FETs are lower than those commonly reported, indicating that
some work on optimization of these nanostructures for elec-
tronic applications is still needed.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a complete study of the CVD-
based synthesis of ML MoS2 assisted by gold nanoparticles.
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4826–4833 | 4831
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We show that nanoparticle assisted CVD synthesis improves
the lateral size of MoS2 monolayers, allowing them to reach an
average size of 20 mm, although they are affected by nanometric
bilayer islands. Compositional-sensitive characterization indi-
cates that gold nanoparticles are preserved during the CVD
growth and are mostly found in MoS2 islands. Optical charac-
terization highlighted that the presence of gold nanoparticles
causes a quenching of the A exciton PL emission and
a suppression of the LSPR enhancement.

On the other hand, a study of the electrical properties of
these nanostructures showed that the employment of gold
nanoparticles during the growth process results in a positive
shi of the threshold voltage in back-gated FETs, due to the
presence of an additional xed charge in the FET channel. To
summarize our experimental ndings, the deposition of gold
NPs prior to CVD growth of 2D layers of MoS2 results in: (i) an
improvement of the lateral growth of akes, (ii) a quenching of
the A exciton PL emission of akes, and (iii) a positive value of
the threshold voltage in back-gated FETs.

We conclude that the use of gold NPs has the potential to
allow the control of the ake position, paving the way for an
efficient deterministic synthesis of layered materials in
comparison to lithographic metal seeding without the issue of
a bulk-like material in proximity of the metal seeds.

Methods

We used two different SEM microscopes; for morphological
characterization, SEM analysis was carried out using an in-lens
detector in a Zeiss Merlin FEG-SEM microscope, with an accel-
erating voltage of 5 kV and an electron current of 12 pA, in order
to minimize the damage due to the electron beam irradiation,
while energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy was performed
on a Zeiss SUPRA40 FEG-SEM with a GEMINI column, equipped
with an Oxford Instruments EDX microanalysis setup. The
elemental analysis was performed at an accelerating voltage of 20
kV, to be able to excite the L lines of gold.

AFM topography was performed using a PSIA XE100 AFM
operated in the non-contact mode by using Si tips with �5 nm
curvature radius.

Scanning Raman and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy
was carried out with a Renishaw InVia system, equipped with
a confocal microscope, a 532 nm excitation laser and a 1800 line
per mm grating (spectral resolution 2 cm�1). All the analyses
were performed with a 100� objective (NA ¼ 0.85), excitation
laser power of 500 mW, four seconds of acquisition time for each
spectrum and pixel size of 1 mm � 1 mm.

MoS2 FETs (with the SiO2/p
+-Si substrate working as the back-

gate) were fabricated by the deposition of the source/drain ohmic
contacts, consisting of a Ni(20 nm)/Au(100 nm) double layer, onto
lithographically dened MoS2 areas. The electrical characteristics
of these devices were measured in a CASCADE Microtech probe
station, using an Agilent 4156b parameter analyzer.
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